The truth is there are companies out there that make a living from over stocking your first aid cabinets with products you don't need and won't use. Our goal is to give you the essentials that help keep you compliant, but more importantly, keep your people safe. This catalog contains the essential products that most businesses need to run their safety program.

...Don't see what you need? Let us know.
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About the Company

Innovative **technology** and exceptional **service** to improve what matters most... your employees’ safety.

**Our services save you time and keep you compliant.**

Founded in 2017, Thompson Safety is the #1 alternative to the status quo. With over 4,000 satisfied customers and 9 locations, our belief is by pairing excellent service with today’s technology, we can help deliver a safety program that is more efficient, affordable, and ultimately helps keep your employees safe. We are the fastest growing first aid company in North America and we are coming to a city near you.

---

**Our Values**

**Culture**
- Customer-centered
- Trusted advisor
- Aggressive urgency

**Service**
- One call resolution
- On-site, online, on-time
- Photo validation

**Technology**
- SAT (Safety Analytics Tools)
- eCommerce
- Service/Customer portal

**Partnerships**
- Leading manufacturers
- Strategic partnerships
- Crane companies

**Infrastructure**
- Unique logistic experience
- National/local warehousing
- Account management

877-506-4291
Core Services

First Aid
- ANSI/OSHA check
- Unlimited product restocks
- Customized fill list
- Monthly service

"...a person or persons shall be adequately trained to render first aid. Adequate first aid supplies shall be readily available"
- OSHA 1910.151 (b)

Defibrillators (AED)
- Monthly inspections
- Check pads/battery
- Program management
- Enterprise programs

"Waiting for the arrival of emergency medical system personnel results in a 5-7% survival rate"
- OSHA 3185-09N 2003

Fire Extinguishers
- NFPA 10 compliance
- Monthly inspection
- Annual Inspection/Maint.
- Documentation

"NFPA estimates that there are over 3,000 fires in office buildings each year."
- NFPA, 2013
Our service saves you **time** and keeps you **compliant.**

**Eyewash**
- Functional check
- Monthly inspection
- Water change-outs
- Secondary stations

> “Suitable facilities for quick drenching or flushing of the eyes and body shall be provided within the work area for immediate emergency use.”
- OSHA 1910.151 (c)

**Safety & PPE**
- Head-to-toe offering
- Delivered and stocked
- Inventory min-max
- Thousands of products

> “In 2015 there were nearly 3,000,000 workplace injuries.”
- U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

**Training**
- FA/CPR/AED/BBP
- Multiple classes/formats
- Instructor-led & online
- Renewal management

> “In the absence of an infirmary, clinic, or hospital, a person or persons shall be adequately trained to render first aid.”
- OSHA 1910.151 (b)
Our $99 Safety Works program includes:

- Clean and organize first aid cabinet
- Replace expired products
- Verify OSHA/ANSI compliance
- Restock product*
- Customized cabinet fill
- Service documentation

*Includes the cost of restocked products

“The Safety Works First Aid Program put my mind at ease... no more surprises or invoices a mile long. I know we are in compliance and have the right products to keep our employees safe and productive so we can focus on our customers instead of our safety supply budget.”
- Matt Colerick, CEO, LEAM Drilling Services

HOW THE SERVICE WORKS

On-Site Assessment
Determine number of cabinets and location

Product Selection
Based on your company's hazards as well as ANSI/OSHA requirements.

Invoicing
$99/month flat billing regardless of usage

Documentation
Written and digital service documentation

Monthly Service
Restock product, check expiration dates, ANSI/OSHA requirements, clean & organize

Ongoing Support
24/7 customer service and account access
Most Popular

First Aid Cabinet, 4 Shelf
(#535-43-S1282/83)
Our first aid cabinets are durably built and come fully-stocked with the products you need. This cabinet meets/exceeds ANSI B requirements.

Product Details:
• 4 shelf, fully-stocked
• ANSI required
• ANSI B+ compliant
• 44 products
• Approx. Size: H22” x W15” x D4”
Cabinets & Kits

No two workplaces are alike, which is why you need first aid cabinets and kits that are built with your workplace in mind. From vehicle and emergency kits, to custom first aid cabinets and bloodborne pathogen packs, we have a wide selection of kits to help you meet the safety needs of your employees as well as the requirements of your business.

a. **First Aid Cabinet, 3 Shelf** (#534-4351280/81)
   Our smaller 3 shelf first aid cabinets come fully-stocked. This cabinet meets ANSI B requirements and is perfect for businesses with fewer employees.
   - 3 shelf, fully stocked
   - 34 products
   - Meets requirements for ANSI B
   - Color coded products

b. **Emergency Trauma Bag** (#93901)
   This bag is built to respond to more serious injuries in the workplace. These bags are lightweight and easy to carry and provide some of the most common emergency response products.
   - 26 products
   - Quick access, light weight cordura
   - Single-use, 5-year shelf life
   - Systematic access and full visualization


c. **Vehicle Kit, Plastic** (#CS740ANSISK)
   These on-the-go cabinets are ideal for companies with fleets. These compact kits can fit easily in most vehicles, or be mounted, helping you ensure your remote employees are protected.
   - 25 Person, Class A
   - 9.5” x 10” x 2.75”, Plastic
   - Meets ANSI A+ requirements
   - Metal kit (CS818ANSISK)


d. **Stop the Bleed Kit** (#CSBLD01)
   Our Bleeding Control Kits provide initial first responders a solution to treat and slow down bleeding before EMS arrives. These kits are essential, and even required in some workplaces.
   - Treats 1-3 patients
   - Compact, lightweight
   - Wall mountable, heavy duty plastic
   - Tamper proof container


e. **Blood-borne Pathogen Kit** (#CS25000SK)
   BBP kits are a staple of any first aid program. These kits are ideal for protecting against hazardous and infectious waste or fluids. Wall-mounted or hand-carry, these kits are easy to grab on the go.
   - 20+ piece kit
   - 4.5” x 7.5” x 2.75”
   - Wall mountable
   - Meets 29 CFR 1910.1030 (d) (3)

f. **Sharps Container** (#29474)
   The disposal of bio-hazard waste is critical to keeping a clean workplace. Our mail-back container program makes it easier than ever.
   - Prepaid return shipping
   - 5 gallon bucket
   - Protective liner and tie
   - Destruction certificate included
Bandages

Selecting the proper bandage can have a significant impact on the speed with which an injury heals, as well as decreasing the likelihood of infection. Our bandages are made with the workplace in mind. From strong adhesive and vented fabric, to various shapes and sizes, our bandages help you get the job done.

**Strip** (#CS100150) - ANSI REQUIRED

This bandage is the most popular bandage in our line of products. This versatile bandage can be used in a variety of areas and injuries.
- Designed to stretch and conform
- 50/box
- Vented fabric material
- Latex-free

**Fingertip** (#CS100378)

This bandage is designed specifically for injuries to fingers and toes. The butterfly shape stays on even with movement of the injured area.
- Designed to stretch and conform
- 40/box
- Vented fabric material
- Latex-free

**Knuckle** (#CS100578)

This bandage is designed to fit knuckles, elbows, knees, and other joints of the body. Stays on even with movement around the injured area.
- Designed to stretch and conform
- 40/box
- Vented fabric material
- Latex-free

**Patch** (#CS100673)

This bandage is made to cover larger injuries over flat surfaces. Ideal for flat areas that aren’t prone to flexing or movement.
- 2”x3”
- 25/box
- Vented fabric material
- Latex-free
Specialty Bandages

Depending on the environment you are working in, a specialty bandage may be better suited over a traditional fabric bandage. Waterproof and metal detectable bandages are extremely popular, and even mandated in some industries. Whether you’re a food processor or working in a hazardous environment, we offer a variety of bandages to help you stay protected on the job.

Strip, BMD (#CS68033)
These contain trace metals, making them detectable in food processing and pharmaceuticals. The blue color makes it easier to avoid contamination.
- 1”x3”, high-viz blue fabric
- 50/box
- Metal-detectable, Latex-free
- Plastic Strip (#CS67133)

Fingertip, BMD (#CS65050)
These contain trace metals, making them detectable in food processing and pharmaceuticals. The blue color makes it easier to avoid contamination.
- High-viz blue fabric
- 25/box
- Metal-detectable, Latex-free
- Knuckle (#CS65250)

Clear Waterseal (#68550)
These low profile clear bandages blend with the skin to provide protection from water and germs while also being breathable.
- Latex free, ultra thin, clear
- 50/box
- Flexible, breathable
- Latex-free

Hydro-colloid (#69550)
These popular bandages promotes natural healing by providing a hydro-colloid waterproof seal that protects and also speeds up healing.
- Waterproof, hydro-colloid
- 10/box assorted sizes
- Seals dirt, water and germs
- Promotes natural healing

877-506-4291
## Ointments

Whether you’re working in an office or a metal fabrication shop, mild irritations can not only be a nuisance, but also, if ignored, extremely dangerous. Our ointments are aimed at limiting the pain and distraction that come with a workplace injury. Our ointments range from sting wipes to antibiotic cream, and are built with the goal of keeping you safe and productive on the job.

### a. Hydrocortisone (#CS93373)
This cream helps to relieve minor irritations, inflammation, itching, and rashes. Individually wrapped for single-use applications.
- Active Ingredients: Hydrocortisone 1%
- Soothes itching and irritation
- 0.9g Packets
- 25/box, single-use & tamper evident

### b. Hand Sanitizer (#CS51173) - ANSI REQUIRED
Our hand sanitizer is 99.9% effective at killing germs without the use of soap or water. Mixed with aloe vera and vitamin-E, this product helps keep your hands clean, safe, and moisturized.
- Active Ingredient(s): Ethyl Alcohol 62%
- Kills 99.9% of germs
- Individually packed, tamper-evident
- 10/box, Single-use

### c. Bio Freeze (#30167)
This fast-acting ointment helps to relieve pain associated with sore muscles, strains, arthritis, joints, and much more. This popular product is perfect for industrial first aid programs.
- Active Ingredient(s): Menthol 3.5%
- Relieves sore muscles and joints
- 5/box
- Single-use & tamper evident

### d. Lip Balm (#CS26671)
This ointment is ideal for working in environments where people are exposed to drying and cracking. Our lip balm helps to relieve pain and speed up the healing process.
- Contains vitamin-E
- Relieves cracked and dry lips
- 10/box
- Individually packed, tamper-evident

### e. Sting Relief (#23112)
Relieves pain and itching associated with insect bites and stings, as well as minor burns and scrapes. Ideal for companies working in outdoor and industrial settings.
- Ingredients: Ethyl alcohol, lidocaine
- Single-use & tamper evident
- 50/box
- 10/box (#19-002)

### f. Sun X30 (#91663)
This ointment is essential when working in outdoor environments exposed to extended periods of sunlight. Sun X30 is PABA and oil free, as well as water and sweat resistant for up to 80 minutes.
- SPF 30 sun screen
- 50/box
- Contains Aloe Vera and vitamin-E
- UVA/UVB protection
Most Popular

**Triple Antibiotic (#CS93473)**
Triple antibiotic ointment is essential to help promote healing and prevent infections on small cuts and lacerations.

**Product Details:**
- Active ingredients: Bacitracin Zinc, Neomycin Sulfate, Polymyxin B Sulfate
- 25 packets per box
- Single-dose & tamper evident
**Ibuprofen (#CS90833)**
Great for relieving general aches, pains, and cold symptoms.

**Product Details:**
- Active Ingredient(s): Ibuprofen (NSAID) 200mg
- Relieves aches and pains
- Compare to: Advil
- Individually wrapped, tamper evident packets
- 100/box
Over-the-counter

Are you at your best with a headache at work? Neither are we. Our OTC medications help to increase productivity and keep employees alert and safe on the job. We offer a wide variety of name brand and generic products that help curb a variety of symptoms ranging from upset stomach and headaches, to allergies and nausea.

a. **Extra Strength Pain Reliever (#CS91133)**
   Provides relief from muscle pains, headaches, toothaches as well as cold symptoms. This pain reliever also contains caffeine to help keep you awake and alert on the job.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Acetaminophen 250mg, Aspirin 250mg, Caffeine 65mg
   - Compared to: Excedrin
   - 100/tablets

b. **Antacid (#CS90233)**
   Helps to combat stomach ailments like heartburn, acid indigestion, and upset stomach. This tablet can be taken before or after meals to relieve symptoms.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Calcium Carbonate 420mg
   - Compared to: Tums
   - 100/tablets

c. **Sinus Decongestant (#CS90933)**
   This product helps to reduce symptoms associated with sinus congestion due to the common cold, fever, and other respiratory allergies.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Phenylephrine HCl 10mg
   - Non-drowsy, individually-packaged
   - Single-use & tamper evident package
   - 100/tablets

d. **Cough & Throat Lozenges (#CS91550)**
   Cherry-flavored cough drops assist in coughs and sore throats, as well as clearing nasal passages. This menthol tablet tastes great while also relieving symptoms and discomfort.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Menthol 7.6mg
   - Relieves cough and sore throat
   - Compared to: Halls
   - 50/box

e. **Cold Relief (#CS92233)**
   This product combines pain relief with cold medicine, helping to ease the pain while reducing nasal congestion, sore throat, coughing, and sneezing.
   - Active Ingredient(s): See packaging
   - Combines pain and cold relief
   - Compared to: Tylenol Cold Head Congestion
   - 100/tablets

f. **Aspirin (#CS90533)**
   This popular product is used to relieve pain and reduce fevers. This product helps to temporarily reduce aches, pains, and headaches.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Aspirin 325mg
   - Relieves fevers and reduces pain
   - Single-use & tamper evident package
   - 100/tablets

877-506-4291
a. **Non-Aspirin (#CS90433)**
   This popular product helps to reduce and treat mild pain symptoms from headaches, menstrual periods, toothaches, back and body aches and osteoarthritis, as well as to help reduce fever.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Acetaminophen (500mg) • 50/box
   - Relieves pain, reduces fever • Non-drowsy, individually-packaged

b. **Cramp Tabs (#CS91033)**
   By combining Acetaminophen with the diuretic Pamabrom, our cramp tabs offer long-lasting relief from the discomforts associated with cramps and bloating.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Acetaminophen (325mg) • Pamabrom (25mg) • Single-use & tamper evident packaging • 100/box

c. **Bismuth Tablets (#CS41220)**
   This popular product helps to relieve the 5 major stomach problems including: diarrhea, upset stomach, indigestion, heartburn, and nausea.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Bismuth Subsalicylate • Chewable tablets • Non-drowsy, individually-packaged • 36/box

d. **Anti-Diarrheal (#CS20069)**
   This tablet provides fast-acting relief of sudden attacks of diarrhea, IBS, and other associated symptoms.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Loperamide Hydrochloride 2mg • Compared to: Imodium A-D • 6/box

e. **Medi-Lyte Electrolyte Tablets (#03033)**
   These tablets provide relief from heat stress, fatigue, and muscle cramping caused by perspiration and minerals lost.
   - Ingredient(s): 0.8 mg calcium, 40 mg potassium, and 12 mg magnesium • Non-drowsy, individually-packaged • 100 tablets/box

f. **Allergy Relief (#LP61246)**
   Provides relief of symptoms from a number of allergens from pets, pollen, dust and mold. Relieves allergy symptoms including sneezing, runny nose, itchy/watery eyes and itchy throat.
   - Active Ingredient(s): 10mg loratadine • Compared to: Claritin • Non-drowsy, individually-packaged • 10 tablets/box

g. **Alka-Seltzer (#12406-001)**
   This non-drowsy, effervescent tablet provides quick relief of heartburn, upset stomach, acid indigestion, headaches, and body aches.
   - Active Ingredient(s): See packaging • Effervescent tablets • Non-drowsy, individually-packaged • 72/box

h. **Dayquil, Cold & Flu Severe (#1622)**
   The Maximum strength Daytime Cold & Flu relief medicine that ripples through your senses to relieve your worst cold and flu symptoms.
   - Active Ingredient(s): See Packaging • Maximum strength • Non-drowsy, tamper-evident • 50/box

i. **Aleve (#90010)**
   This name brand tablet is effective at relieving pain and reducing fever symptoms for up to 12 hours. This tablet relieves pain associated with arthritis, back and body aches, and headaches.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Naproxen sodium (220mg) • Fast-acting, 12-hour relief • Non-drowsy, tamper-evident
Generic & Name Brands

We offer a variety of name brand and generic over-the-counter medications. While some people enjoy the consistency and quality of name brand products, generic medications have been drastically growing in popularity over the last decade, and offer a great way to save some money.
Burn Care

Whether you’re working in a kitchen or a manufacturing plant, having burn care products available when and where you need them is critical. Treating a workplace burn quickly is important to the long term health of the employee. From dressings and non-stick gauze to a variety of gels and creams, we have what you need to treat some of the most common workplace burns.

**Burn Aid Dressing (#3060) - ANSI REQUIRED**
Soaked in Waterjel, this product helps to prevent burn progression and relieve pain. This dressing helps release heat while protecting the wound.
- 4” x 4”, soaked dressing
- 1/box
- Sterile, individually packed
- Cools burns, relieves pain

**Burn Gel, Small (#66626)**
This gel relieves, cools, and soothes minor burns, scalds, and abrasions when applied directly to the injury to cool and soothe while also protecting.
- 1/8 oz. packets
- 6/box
- Sterile, single-use
- Cools burns, relieves pain

**Burn Gel, Large (#66622) - ANSI REQUIRED**
This gel relieves, cools, and soothes minor burns, scalds, and abrasions when applied directly to the injury to cool and soothe while also protecting.
- 1/8 oz. packets
- 25/box
- Sterile, single-use
- Cools burns, relieves pain

**Burn Cream w/ Lidocaine (#CS93973)**
This cream is a combination of an antiseptic and external analgesic, built for relieving pain from minor burns, scalds, and various other abrasions.
- Active Ingredient(s): Benzalkonium chloride 0.13%, Lidocaine 0.5%
- 25/box
- Individually packed, single-use
Antiseptics & Wipes

Antiseptic products are incredibly important for reducing the likelihood of infections and helping to reduce spread of harmful bacteria. Our antiseptics and wipes will help you clean instruments, surfaces, and injuries, helping you to better protect your people.

Antiseptic Wipes (#CS103071) - ANSI REQUIRED
These single-use antiseptic wipes are good for cleaning around minor injuries.
- Contains: Benzalkonium chloride
- 25/box

Alcohol Wipes (#CS103150) - ANSI REQUIRED
Helps to kill germs and bacteria surrounding a wound or injury. These wipes are also great for cleaning and disinfecting instruments.
- Contains: 70% isopropyl alcohol
- Individually-packed, single-use
- 25/box
- Fragrance-free

PAWS Antimicrobial Hand Wipes (#25915)
Formulated with 66.5% ethyl alcohol to kill 99.99% of germs, and aloe vera to keep your skin feeling soft and smooth.
- Kills 99.99% of germs
- Enriched with Aloe Vera
- 1000/box
- Wipe Size: 5" x 8"

Disinfectant Alcohol Wipes (#50CTWP)
These durable pre-moistened wipes are perfect for disinfecting hands or surfaces.
- Plant based alcohol
- 40 wipes/pack
- Kills 99.99% of germs
- Sealing lid keeps wipes moist
**Best Seller**

**Eyewash Station (#7501)**
This 9 gallon portable eyewash station is lightweight and built to help you meet the ANSI requirements for a 15 minute flow eyewash station.

**Product Details:**
- Holds 9 gallons of water
- 1 second activation arm
- 0.4 gpm flow rate for 15 minutes
- Wall-mountable

---

**a.**

**Preservative-free Lubricant Eye Drops**

**b.**

**Eye Wash**

**c.**

**Eye Wash Set**

**d.**

**Eye Cups**

**e.**

**Eye Pads**

**f.**

**Eye Cup Holder**
Eye Care

The availability of eyewash stations and eye care products is required by law, as well as a being a crucial component of any first aid program. These products, when readily available, can mean the difference between a minor injury and losing an eye. We offer a variety of primary and secondary eyewash units and stations that help you stay prepared to respond.

a. **Lubricant Eye Drops** (#19383)
   These long-lasting eye drops are perfect for relieving dry, itchy, and irritated eyes. The hypotonic electrolyte formula is one of the most popular eye drops in the industrial safety market.
   - Active Ingredient(s): Carboxymethylcellulose 0.5%
   - 5/packet, 0.01 fl. oz.
   - Single-use, tamper evident

b. **Eyewash Bottle, 1oz.** (#CS93628) - **ANSI REQUIRED**
   These eyewash bottles are meant to help by flushing debris, and irrigating eyes or skin. These single-use bottles are great for temporary relief until further treatment is sought.
   - Contains: Sterile isotonic buffered solution 1oz.

b. **Eyewash Bottle, 4oz.** (#CS93618) - **ANSI REQUIRED**
   These eyewash bottles are meant to help by flushing debris and irrigating eyes or skin. These single-use bottles are great for temporary relief until further treatment is sought.
   - Contains: Sterile isotonic buffered solution 4oz.

b. **Dual Eyewash Station, 16oz.** (#19825)
   These eyewash bottles are meant to help by flushing debris and irrigating eyes or skin. These single-use bottles are great for temporary relief until further treatment is sought.
   - Contains: Sterile isotonic buffered solution
   - 16oz. bottle (x2)
   - Single-use, tamper-evident

b. **Eye Pads** (#CS64470) - **ANSI REQUIRED**
   Required in every first aid cabinet, these eye pads cover and protect an injured eye. These pads are specifically shaped to fit the ocular cavity and protect the eye until further treatment.
   - Includes: x4 pads and x4 adhesive strips
   - ANSI required

b. **Eye Cups** (71069)
   These eyewash cups make it easy to rinse and relieve the eye of minor dirt and debris. This product is great for relieving eye pain and irritation.
   - 6/vial
   - Flexible plastic
   - Built in drain holes
   - Single-use
a. **Combine ABD Pad (#CS89801) - ANSI REQUIRED**
These large trauma pads are helpful in absorbing fluids and protecting medium to large lacerations. This required first aid item is sterile and individually wrapped.

- 5” x 9”, sterile pad
- 4/box
- Individually-packed, tamper evident
- ANSI required

b. **Padded Splint (#76001) - ANSI REQUIRED**
Splints are ideal for holding body parts in place while transporting the injured or seeking medical attention. This versatile product can be used on appendages and joints for support.

- 4” x 24”, splint
- Easy to cut and shape
- Made with aluminum base, padded foam
- ANSI required

c. **Tourniquet (#66002) - ANSI REQUIRED**
These simple devices are used to assist in administering medications, or to stop blood flow. These items are required in all first aid kits.

- 1” x 18”, blue rubber
- 1/box
- Single-use
- ANSI required

d. **Triangle Bandage (#CS65001) - ANSI REQUIRED**
Providing support is critical to successfully rendering first aid. This triangle bandage helps you meet the standard for first aid, as well as provide support for various injuries.

- 40” x 40” x 56”
- 1/box
- Single-use
- ANSI required

e. **Nitrile Exam Gloves (#CS73699) - ANSI REQUIRED**
Critical to any kit, exam gloves help protect those rendering first aid as well as the injured person. These nitrile gloves are individually packed and meet requirements for medical use.

- Material: Blue nitrile
- 4/box
- Powder & latex free
- ANSI required

f. **Wound Closures (#60233)**
Closing a wound is critical to reducing the likelihood of infection and helping stop blood loss. These closures work to help close shallow cuts and lacerations, reducing bleeding and scarring.

- Butterfly shape
- 16/box
- Non adherent center pads
- Latex free

g. **CPR Mask (#80201) - ANSI REQUIRED**
CPR masks can help to not only protect the responder, but also the victim. These masks are required in all kits, and when properly used can help provide safe CPR.

- Includes: Mask, 2 wipes, 2 gloves
- One-way valve mask
- Single-use
- ANSI required

h. **Wound Seal (#90358)**
Quickly stopping blood flow from an injury can mean the difference between life and death. Popular in the military and law enforcement, this product can quickly help to stop bleeding.

- 2 pour packs/box
- Non-toxic, hypoallergenic
- Single-use
- Powder form

i. **Glucose (#90551)**
Diabetes is one of the most common alignments in the U.S. This product can help to elevate low blood sugar, as well as help to curb and respond to diabetic shock.

- 15 gram serving
- 2/box
- Single-use
- Cherry flavor, gluten-free
Emergency Products

Staying ready for a variety of emergencies is your responsibility as a safety professional, and we are here to help. Whether you are responding to diabetic shock or a major laceration, we provide a variety of products to help you respond to a myriad of possible workplaces incidents.
Lens Wipes (#CS81533)
These versatile wipes are often used for cleaning glasses, PPE, screens, keyboards, and much more.

Product Details:
• 100 towelettes
• Individually-wrapped
• Lint free
• Single-use
• Pre-moistened
**Instruments**

We offer a variety of tools and instruments to help you respond to workplace injuries and illnesses. Our first aid guides deliver valuable information on the treatment of basic injuries, while our durable scissors come in handy in a wide variety of circumstances. Your workplace first aid cabinet or emergency bag must carry many of these essentials to be compliant.

---

**a. First Aid Guide (#71401) - ANSI REQUIRED**

Even for a trained responder, the stress of being a first responder can cause confusion and panic. This guide helps give insights/reminders on responding to various injuries and ailments.

- Includes basic first aid instructions
- 52 page
- ANSI required
- 1 pocket book

---

**b. Splinter Remover (#76512)**

In industrial settings, splinters are a common injury, and can be irritating to work with. This product helps to remove small and shallow splinters from beneath the skin.

- Tri-bevel point design
- 10/box
- Single-use
- Sterile, individually packaged

---

**c. Scissors (#71101) - ANSI REQUIRED**

Scissors are essential in a variety of first aid situations. These durable stainless steel scissors meet the ANSI standard for first aid, as well as provide a durable instrument to render first aid.

- Stainless steel
- Single-pair
- Reusable when cleaned
- Size: 2” x 5.5” x 1.25”

---

**d. Survival Blanket (#81001)**

Body temperature is an essential part of successfully administering first aid. This thermal blanket is designed to reduce heat loss by reflecting back an individuals body heat.

- 84” L x 52” W
- 1/pack
- Single-use
- Reflects back 90% of heat

---

**e. Cold Compress (#CS72401) - ANSI REQUIRED**

Quick application of a cold pack can help reduce inflammation and swelling. These easy to activate cold packs provide relief for aches and pains from muscle bruising or swelling.

- Active Ingredient(s): Urea, water
- 4” x 5”
- Single-use

---

**f. Thermometer (#79233B)**

Determining temperature can help first responders and victims choose the proper response to a workplace incident. This disposable thermometer is a convenient and easy to use solution.

- Disposable
- 100/pack
- Sterile, single use
- Convenient size and shape
a. **Self-Adhering Wrap, 2” x 5yd.** (#6102)
Useful in nearly all first aid responses, our self-adhering wrap is an extremely versatile product. This easy to tear, flexible, and self-adhering wrap is perfect for a variety of first aid applications.
- 2” x 5yd. Breathable, non-slip
- 1 unit

b. **Self-Adhering Wrap, 3” x 5yd.** (#6103)
Useful in nearly all first aid responses, our self-adhering wrap is an extremely versatile product. This easy to tear, flexible, and self-adhering wrap is perfect for a variety of first aid applications.
- 3” x 5yd. Breathable, non-slip
- 1 unit

---

c. **Rolled Gauze, 2” x 4yd.** (#60501) - ANSI REQUIRED
Gauze is not only a required item for the workplace, but it is essential in responding to injuries. This roller gauze helps to absorb fluids as well as keep the wound clean and bacteria resistant.
- 2” x 4yd. sterile roll
- 1/box

---

d. **Rolled Gauze, 3” x 4yd.** (#61301) - ANSI REQUIRED
Gauze is not only a required item for the workplace, but it is essential in responding to injuries. This roller gauze helps to absorb fluids as well as keep the wound clean and bacteria resistant.
- 3” x 4yd. sterile roll
- 1/box

---

e. **Rolled Gauze, 4” x 4yd.** (#62201) - ANSI REQUIRED
Gauze is not only a required item for the workplace, but it is essential in responding to injuries. This roller gauze helps to absorb fluids as well as keep the wound clean and bacteria resistant.
- 4” x 4yd. sterile roll
- 1/box

---

f. **Gauze Pads, 3” x 3”** (#CS103673) - ANSI REQUIRED
Pads are a great option for lacerations of varying sizes, they are also required by ANSI. These all-purpose breathable pads are ideal for cleaning or applying to a small size injury.
- 3” x 3”, sterile
- 8-ply, 100% gauze pads
- 10/box

---

g. **Gauze Pads, 4” x 4”** (#CS103773)
While this gauze should not be applied directly to a wound, it is useful in securing other bandages. This non-sterile gauze is designed to conform to the skin and keep other dressing in place.
- 4” x 4”, sterile
- 8-ply, 100% gauze pads
- 10/box

---

h. **First Aid Tape, 0.5” x 5yd.** (#60701) - ANSI REQUIRED
A required item, first aid tape is a critical component of any workplace first aid cabinet or kit. This tape is breathable and comfortably holds bandages and other dressings securely in place.
- 0.5” x 4 yd. medical tape
- 2/box

---

i. **Non-Adherent Pads 2” x 3”** (#CS64212)
Should be chosen to avoid sticking to an injury or laceration. These pads are good at absorbing fluids without sticking to the wound.
- 2” x 3” sterile pads
- 10/box
From holding dressings in place to helping heal an injury, tapes, wraps, and gauze work for a wide variety of workplace incidents. We offer a complete set of products to help you make sure your cabinet and emergency kits are adequately stocked and ready to respond.
Sprays

These products help the user apply various first aid ointments without having to touch the impacted area. This can protect the injured and the responder, as well as avoid unnecessarily spreading harmful bacteria. Our line of sprays come in a variety of sizes, with our line of 4oz. bottles being the most popular for workplace cabinets and emergency kits.

**Hydrogen Peroxide, 4 oz. (#CS25702)**
This spray helps to clean minor wounds, and helps prevent infections. With a pump spray application, this bottle can be used multiple times.
- Active Ingredient(s): Hydrogen peroxide 3.0%
- Multi-use bottle
- 4 oz. pump bottle

**Antiseptic, 4 oz. (#CS24402)**
This spray helps to clean minor wounds and helps prevent infections. With a pump spray application, this bottle can be used multiple times.
- Active Ingredient(s): Benzalkonium Chloride 0.13%
- Multi-use bottle
- 4 oz. pump bottle

**Alcohol, 4 oz. (#M5123)**
This spray helps to clean minor wounds, and helps prevent infections. With a pump spray application this bottle can be used multiple times.
- Active Ingredient(s): 99% Isopropyl Alcohol
- Multi-use bottle
- 4 oz. pump bottle

**Burn Spray, 4 oz. (#13-040)**
Our burn spray helps to relieve pain and soothe burns. This application also contains antiseptic to help prevent infection.
- Active Ingredient(s): Lidocaine HCl 2.0%
- Multi-use bottle
- 4 oz. pump bottle
Misc Items

While most first aid cabinets have many of the necessities to respond to an injury depending on the work environment, there may be a need for other products. We offer a complete suite of specialty products to help our customers respond to the injuries that are most common to the workplace.

Finger Cots (#68235)
These flexible cots cover bandages and other dressings on an individual's finger, and are ideal for kitchens and food service environments.
- Large nitrile
- 50/box
- Powder-free
- Latex

Cotton Tip Applicators (#60433)
These multi-use instruments are versatile and can be used for cleaning, removal of debris, applying ointments, and other first aid applications.
- 3” wood shaft
- 100/vial
- Cotton tip, lint-free
- Splinter-free wood shaft

Signage
Visible from virtually any angle, our signage is a great solution to displaying the location of your critical safety devices.
- Durable PVC construction
- Easy installation
- High-viz
- First Aid, Eyewash, AED and Fire

Eye Magnet and Loop (#M5080)
Removing small pieces of debris from injuries or sensitive areas like the eye can be a challenge. Our eye magnet helps you remove debris with ease.
- 4 1/4”
- Reversible loop
- Magnet end
- Made from durable metal

877-506-4291
Our Safety Works program includes:

- $3.15 monthly inspection
- $9.99 annual certification
- Service documentation
- Recharges and maintenance
- Hydrostatic testing
- Signage, tags and labels

Did you know?
We are one of the only companies in the market to combine fire extinguisher service with our other safety services. This creates consistency of service and gives you peace-of-mind that your representative knows your business.

HOW THE SERVICE WORKS

On-Site Assessment
Determine number of extinguishers

Product Selection
Choose the proper extinguisher type and placement

Invoicing
Multiple payment and billing options

Documentation
Written and digital service documentation

Monthly Service
Clean, check expiration dates, and functionality

Ongoing Support
24/7 customer service and account access
Ensuring your extinguishers work in an emergency is critical for your safety program. Our monthly service helps you stay compliant with NFPA 10, while freeing up your time to focus on your business. Our service includes monthly visual and annual functional inspections so you can be confident your extinguisher will work when called on.
a. **ABC Fire Extinguishers, 10lb (#11340)**
Extinguishers are a valuable means of egress, as well as essential for putting out small fires. This ABC extinguisher is good for combating A, B and C types of fires.
- 10lb ABC, metal valve
- Effective against Class A,B&C Fires
- Contains: monoammonium phosphate
- Part Numbers: 5lb (#10914), 2.5lb (#13315)

b. **CO2 Fire Extinguishers, 5lb (#45100)**
This CO2 extinguisher is good for combating Class B flammable liquids, as well as electrical Class C type fires. They are typically used in an indoor setting to protect sensitive equipment.
- 15lb CO2
- Effective against Class B&C Fires
- Contains: Carbon Dioxide
- Part Numbers: 10lb (#45600), 15lb (#46100)

c. **Clean Agent Halotron, 5lb (#70510)**
Clean agent extinguishers are ideal for protecting sensitive equipment like energized electronic equipment such as servers.
- Multiple sizes available
- Effective against Class B&C Fires
- Types: Carbon Dioxide, Purple K
- Part Numbers: 2.5lb (#70258)

d. **K-Class, 6 Liter (#50006)**
Kitchen and grease fires are some of the most dangerous categories of fire. Our K-Class units help to put out this class of fire while also reducing spilling/spashing.
- 6 Liter, Wet Chemical
- Effective against Class K fires
- Contains: Potassium acetate
- Part Numbers:

e. **Specialty Extinguishers**
It is critical that your extinguisher matches the hazard and environment being protected. That is why we carry a variety of specialty units to protect from nearly any hazard.
- Class D
- Purple K
- Foam Extinguisher
- Wheeled Units

f. **Covers (#FEC7 - FEC10)**
These are great for keeping an extinguisher protected in environments with debris that can interfere with device functionality. A variety of material types are available.
- Flame resistant nylon
- Vinyl plastic
- Acrylic coated polyester
- Other options available

g. **Brackets (Size: 2.5-20lb)**
A critical component for fleets, extinguisher brackets can help secure the extinguisher inside vehicles or on the outside of service trucks.
- Vehicle brackets
- Wall mounted brackets
- Soft/hard carrying case
- 5lb (#700270), 10lb (#700430)

h. **Cabinets (#M2-CAB, #1017F10)**
Fire cabinets can help protect the unit in the event of a fire, they can keep an extinguisher out of the path of egress and they can also protect against harsh elements.
- Metal, industrial cabinets (Most popular)
- Recessed wall cabinets
- Waterproof cabinets
- Plastic, economical cabinets

i. **Signage (#M39P)**
Extinguisher signage is critical for a fire program not only to keep the work environment safe but it is required by law. If the extinguisher is not visible from the egress path a sign is required.
- Vinyl sticks, (Most popular)
- Plastic signs
- V-signs
- Metal signage
Eyewash
Our $59 Safety Works program includes:

- Monthly service inspection
- Check and top off fluid levels
- Complete water flush
- Clean and disinfect stations
- Proper service documentation and sign off
- We also inspect plumbed units

Did you know?
Most eyewash service companies pump out old water and never rinse the inside of the station. This can result in bacteria build-up and a non-compliant eyewash station. Our service helps ensure your eyewash station is functional, compliant, and ready to respond to emergencies.

HOW THE SERVICE WORKS

- **On-Site Assessment**
  Determine number and placement of stations

- **Product Selection**
  Choose type of station

- **Documentation**
  Written and digital documentation

- **Monthly Service**
  Inspect expiration dates, clean stations, flush eyewash station

- **Invoicing**
  Multiple payment and billing options

- **Ongoing Support**
  24/7 customer service and account access
Eyewash stations are one of the most overlooked components of a safety program. Often they go months, or even years, without proper service. When disaster strikes, this can often cause more harm than good. Our start-to-finish eyewash service will help you stay prepared to respond.
a. **Portable Eyewash** (#7501)
Our 9 gallon eyewash station provides 15 minutes of continuous flow to flush debris from the eye. It’s lightweight design makes it easy to service and maintain.
- 0.4 gpm flow rate for 15 minutes
- Holds 9 gallon of water
- 1 second activation arm
- Wall mounted

b. **Self-Contained Eyewash** (#32-0010000-00)
This 16 gallon self-contained unit controls the flow of water, and is ideal for environments sensitive to water damage. One time use only.
- 0.4 gpm flow rate for 15 minutes
- 24 month cartridge life
- Tamper evident seal, one-time use
- Replacement Cartridges: #3200010500000

c. **Plumbed Eyewash** (#G1814P)
This plumbed eyewash unit provides continuous water flow to flush the eye. These stations are ideal for permanent/stationary hazards such as forklift charging stations.
- Meets ANSI Z358.1-2014
- Push handle activation
- ABS Plastic bowl, chrome fittings
- Dust cover and other accessories available

d. **Emergency Eyewash and Shower** (#G1562)
This combination eyewash and shower station are ideal for flushing the eye and rinsing the body. This station is ideal for industrial settings with stationary hazards.
- Unit meets ANSI Z358.1
- Shower flows at 30 GPM at 30 PSI
- Dust cover and other accessories available

e. **Portable Eyewash Stand** (#Bucket)
This industrial stand is great for hanging eyewash stations when the hazards are not in close proximity to a wall for mounting. These stations can easily be moved.
- 20” x 29” x 58”
- Black, Steel
- Fits multiple station types
- Also available in a wheeled unit

f. **Eyewash Receptacle** (#H-2894)
This eyewash catch works to limit the water spill over when a station is activated. This slim profile, free standing receptacle sits against the wall under the eyewash unit.
- 23 gallon
- UV protectant
- Yellow, durable plastic
- 30h x 22w x 11d

g. **Dual Eyewash Station, 16oz.** (#19825)
These eyewash bottles are meant to help by flushing debris and irrigating eyes or skin. These single-use bottles are great for temporary relief until further treatment is sought.
- Contains: Sterile isotonic buffered solution
- Available in 16oz. and 32 oz. bottles
- 32oz. bottles #21526

h. **Aquasep Additive** (#90496)
This bacteriostatic additive is mixed into the clean, potable water to help protect against the growth of bacteria, fungus, algae, and acanthamoeba.
- 8 oz. bottle
- Will protect 6-20 gallons
- 6 month life depending on environment
- Used in various types, models of eyewash

i. **Eyewash Cover, 9 Gallon Station** (#TS9GALCOV)
This durable eyewash cover is durable, moisture wicking and protects the eyewash station from dirt and debris. This cover is easy to install and is made of machine washable material.
- 9 Gallon, water resistant
- 1-second activation
- Grommets for water drainage
- Machine washable material
Defibrillator
Our $99 Safety Works program includes:

- New AED
- Prescription and medical oversight
- Battery and pad replacement
- Carrying case
- Device inspections *with first aid service*
- Program management
- AED upgrades and trade-ins
- Multiple training options

Did you know?
22% of AEDs in the market will not work due to poor maintenance? Our all-inclusive defibrillator service takes the guesswork out of having an AED. From device inspections to medical oversight, we are here to help you ensure your AED is ready to save a life.

---

**HOW THE SERVICE WORKS**

**On-Site Assessment**
Determine number of AEDs and placement

**Product Selection**
New AED – Choose from industry leading devices and technology

**Monthly Service**
Device inspections, pad and battery expiration dates

**Invoicing**
Multiple payment and billing options

**Program Management**
Physician oversight, documentation, online dashboard

**Ongoing Support**
24/7 customer service and account access
**Lifeline View**

This award-winning AED is known for its sleek design and ease-of-use. Complete with a full color motion screen, this AED is the only device on the market that walks the responder through a rescue both visually and through audio prompts. The excellent speed to shock, video/audio prompts, and sleek design make this unit one of the most popular in the safety industry.

**Features**
- Full-color interactive display
- Audio and visual instructions
- Built-in metronome for CPR compressions
- One-touch device status
- Low-profile and lightweight
- Durable and rugged design
- Simple maintenance and upgrades

**Replacement Pads, Lifeline View (#DDP-2001)**

These AED pads are built for the Lifeline View AED. These are essential in helping ensure the AED is ready to operate.
- 1 set
- 2 year expiration
- LifeLine View only
- Available in pediatric pads

**Battery Pack, Lifeline View (#0710-0113)**

This 4 year AED battery pack is built for the Lifeline View AED. This battery is essential in helping ensure the AED is ready to operate.
- 4 year battery life
- 1set /box

**3-Year Program Management (#AED-3YR-MGMT)**

Our online portal tracks and manages inspections, expiration dates and first responders to help ensure the AEDs are ready to use.
- Includes Rx and state specific medical direction.
- Online portal to track monthly inspections
Powerheart® G5
This popular AED has a speed to shock of 10 seconds or less after the CPR cycle and has the ability to run voice prompts in multiple languages (Spanish, French Canadian). This unit also conducts self-tests daily, weekly, and monthly to help you ensure your device is Rescue Ready® when you need it most.

Features

- Multiple language options
- 8 year warranty
- Voice and text prompts
- Daily, weekly, and monthly self-tests
- Visible Rescue Ready indicator
- Low total cost of ownership
- Available in a fully automatic version

Replacement Pads, Powerheart G5 (#XELAED001A)
These AED pads are built for the Powerheart G5. These are essential in helping ensure the AED is ready to operate.
- 1 set
- 2 year expiration
- Non-polarized electrode pads
- Powerheart G5 Only

Battery Pack, Powerheart G5 (#XBTAE001A)
This AED battery pack is built for the Powerheart G5. This battery is essential in helping ensure the AED is ready to operate.
- 4 year battery life
- 1/box

Alarmed AED Cabinet (#CRANE101)
Our standard alarmed cabinets are designed to fit all major AED manufacturers while maintaining the smallest wall footprint possible.
- 80-120dB keyed alarm, wall mounted
- 14 5/8"H x 16"L x 8 3/8"D.
Training
Training is the first line of defense, but can be difficult to manage with a large number of employees, multiple facilities, and a wide array of training requirements. With a variety of classes and multiple formats, we are able to help you cut through the clutter and simplify your training program.

### HOW THE SERVICE WORKS

**On-Site Assessment**
Determine the safety and compliance hazards

**Documentation**
Written and digital service documentation

**Course Selection**
Based on the requirements and hazards

**Invoicing**
Multiple payment and flexible billing options

**Course Delivery**
Decide between in-person, online or do-it-yourself

**Ongoing Support**
24/7 customer service and account access

---

**Online/In-person/Train-the-Trainer:**

- First Aid, CPR, AED
- Blood-borne pathogen
- Hands-On Fire extinguisher
- Crane and rigging
- Forklift, scissor, man lift, aerial lift
- Fall protection
- Hazard communications/GHS
- NFPA 70E/Arc flash

Safety Training Services

877-506-4291
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Hand Sanitizer
Our Safety Works
Service Includes:

- Unlimited refills
- Wall-mounted dispenser (stand available)
- Monthly service inspection
- Clean and disinfect dispenser
- Replace sanitizing bladder
- Service documentation

Hand Sanitizing Facts:

- Proper hand hygiene can reduce absenteeism at work by up to 40%
- Employees who use sanitizer at least five times each workday are about 67% less likely to get sick
- 30 seconds of using hand sanitizer kills as much bacteria as two full minutes of hand washing
- Offices with a sanitation program report 24% fewer claims for hand hygiene preventable diseases

HOW THE SERVICE WORKS

On-Site Assessment
Determine number of dispensers and locations

Product Selection
Choose type of dispenser

Monthly Service
Clean, disinfect, and replace product

Documentation
Digital service documentation

Invoicing
$9.99/month flat billing regardless of usage

Ongoing Support
24/7 customer service and account access

THOMPSON-SAFETY.COM
Safety & PPE
Safety & PPE

Our Safety and PPE Services Include:

- Hand protection
- Eye protection
- Hearing protection
- Head protection
- Fall protection
- Respiratory protection
- Energy protection
- Hi-Vis, FR, & Logo Apparel

US Bureau of Labor Statistics

- Hard hats were worn by only 16% of those workers who sustained head injuries
- Only 1% of approximately 770 workers suffering face injuries were wearing face protection
- Only 23% of the workers with foot injuries wore safety shoes or boots
- About 40% of the workers with eye injuries wore eye protection

HOW THE SERVICE WORKS

On-Site Assessment
Determine the safety and compliance hazards

Product Selection
Choose from thousands of products

Monthly Service
Deliver products and monitor inventory

Documentation
Written and digital service documentation

Invoicing
Multiple payment and billing options

Ongoing Support
24/7 customer service and account access
Hand Protection - General Purpose

As a safety category, hand protection is the largest and has had incredible innovation in the last few decades. Developments in synthetic materials and cuts and dips has increased performance, reduced cost, and increased durability. These innovations help employers not only protect their employees, but also increase the productivity of their workers.
a. **Superdex (Size: XXS-XXL, #3228)**
The Superdex general work glove is a micro foam, nitrile palm, coated nylon glove. It is excellent for general purpose use when protection and comfort are important.
- ANSI Cut: A1, EN Cut 1
- Micro foam nitrile palm dip coating
- Nylon shell
- 15 gauge liner for lightweight comfort

b. **OXXA X-Pro Flex (Size: S-3XL, # 51-290)**
This OXXA X-Pro is one of the most popular in our line of gloves. The breathable nylon shell with nitrile foam coating protects the wearer and is breathable while also being flexible.
- EN388: 4141
- Nitrile foam dip
- Material: 15-gauge, nylon/spandex
- Coating: Nitrile foam

c. **MaxiFlex Endurance (Size: XXS-XL, #34-844)**
Seamless Knit Nylon Glove with Nitrile Coated MicroFoam Grip on Palm & Fingers - Micro Dot Palm - Touchscreen Compatible
- ANSI Abrasion 3
- EN388: 2131
- Material: 15-gauge, nylon/lycra
- Coating: Micro-foam dipped nitrile

d. **Silver Series Hi-Viz Work Glove (Size: M-XL, #RWG10)**
This work glove provides high visibility with excellent slip-free grip. With a 15-gauge shell and micro-foam latex dip, this glove provides protection and durability in varying environments.
- ATSM abrasion level: 2
- EN388: 4131
- Material: 15-gauge, hi-viz nylon
- Coating: Micro-foam dipped latex

e. **PIP Cotton/Polyester (Size: XS-L, #35-C104)**
These affordable gloves are suitable for general light duty applications. The reversible pattern and ability to launder drastically increases the life of the glove.
- String knit
- Made with FDA accepted materials
- Material: 7-gauge, 60% cotton/ 40% polyester
- Reversible pattern

f. **M-Safe Grip Glove (Size: S-XL, #3382)**
This all purpose latex dip glove provides protection with superior grip on the palm. This glove provides great wear, resistance, and flexibility in both wet and dry applications.
- Wrinkle latex palm coating
- 10 gauge knit
- Material: cotton/poly
- Machine washable
- Reinforced index finger and thumb crotch

g. **Safety Mechanics Gloves, Leather TaskFit (Size: S-2XL, #964)**
This glove features a high visibility lime, super stretch knuckle region, for greater flexibility, super soft top grain honey gold goatskin leather palm, and reflective logo on the back for added safety.
- Adjustable wrist closure
- Padded palm
- Machine washable
- Reinforced index finger and thumb crotch

h. **Safety Mechanics Gloves, Leather/Nylon (Size: M-XL, #919)**
The 919 features a premium goatskin palm for excellent dexterity and durability. The gray 2 way stretch material on the back offers great flexibility.
- Goatskin palm and fingertips
- Nylon/Spandex back
- Breathable & flexible
- Padded palm for vibration reduction

i. **Leathers: Drivers, Double Palm, Single (Size: S-XXL, #2510B, 12010DP, 1220SX)**
Our most popular leather glove, these grain leather drivers provide excellent protection and durability for a myriad of light to heavy duty applications.
- Industrial grade
- Gunn cut with keystone thumb
- Grain cowhide leather
- Shirred back
a. **TrueForm, 3Mil Blue Nitrile Gloves** (#N301342 - N301345)
   These gloves combine sweat management and unprecedented strength in a fully-textured glove that delivers the ultimate in comfort and performance.
   - Sizes available: S - XL
   - Biodegradability technology
   - DriTek flock absorbent
   - Food contact approved

b. **Vanguard, 5Mil Black Nitrile Gloves** (#A16A31 - A16A34)
   These powder-free, disposable exam gloves are perfect for food, medical, and industrial applications. These gloves are extremely versatile and come in a series of thicknesses and colors.
   - Powder free, medical grade
   - Sizes available: S - XXL
   - 5 Mil black nitrile
   - Textured surface

c. **Vanguard, 5Mil Blue Nitrile Gloves** (#A16A31 - A16A34)
   These powder free disposable exam gloves are perfect for food, medical, and industrial applications. These gloves are extremely versatile and come in a series of thicknesses and colors.
   - Powder free, medical grade
   - Sizes available: S - XXL
   - 5 Mil blue nitrile
   - Textured surface

d. **MegaMan, 8.5Mil Nitrile Gloves** (#N260882 - N260887)
   These gloves combine sweat management and unprecedented strength in a fully-textured glove that delivers the ultimate in comfort and performance.
   - Latex free, powder free
   - DriTek flock absorbent
   - Tensile strength 17 MPa
   - Food contact approved

e. **Predator, Supported Dip** (Size: S-L, #9760R)
   This nitrile-dipped, jersey lined glove provides excellent protection and superb grip from the rough nitrile finish. The soft lining is treated with Actifresh to reduce odor and increase comfort.
   - EN 388: 4142
   - Supported, jersey lining, straight thumb
   - Premium grade
   - Rough nitrile dip

f. **Memphis PVC, Supported** (Size: L, #6212R)
   Single dipped, PVC coated gloves provide basic protection in light chemical applications. This line of gloves ranges from knit wrist to 18” providing varying levels of protection.
   - 12-inch
   - Single dipped PVC
   - Interlock lined
   - Rough finish

g. **Nitri-Chem, Unsupported** (Size: S-XXL, #5319E)
   This popular, unsupported glove is made with 15 mil. green nitrile. This glove offers superior protection against a number of basic/light chemical applications, and is extremely abrasion resistant.
   - EN388: 411X
   - 15 mil green nitrile
   - Material: Nitrile
   - Raised diamond grip, flock lined

h. **Neoprene, Sand Finish** (Size: S-XL, #4005)
   This glove provides good resistance to a wide range of chemicals such as oils, alcohols, and other solvents. The double dipped sand finish increases grip in wet applications.
   - Premium green neoprene
   - Double dipped sand finish
   - 12” length, contoured fit
   - Interlock lined

i. **Neoprene, Flock Lined** (Size: M-XXL, #32212)
   This glove provides great resistance to a wide range of chemicals such as oils, alcohols, and other solvents. The textured palm increases grip in wet applications.
   - Unsupported black neoprene
   - Textured palm
   - 13” length
   - Flock lined
Hand Protection - Chemical Resistant

Chemical gloves are extremely important, and depending on the type of chemical or hazard that you're handling, the glove you will need may change. That is why we offer a variety of gloves that help to protect your workforce from the myriad of workplace hazards that can be encountered. From food service to medical exam-ready gloves, we have what you need to protect your team.
Hand Protection - Cut Protection

These types of gloves are critical to any safety program. Cut resistant gloves come in a number of types and styles, all with different benefits and features that can help you maintain safety. Whether you are carrying large sheets of metal or working with sharp glass, we offer cut gloves of every score to help you protect your team.
a. **Axis 4, Nylon** *(Size: S-XXL, #RWG557)*

This glove features a 13-gauge knitted shell with high tenacity nylon and fiberglass. This glove offers significant protection against abrasions and cuts and the PU coating provides good grip.

- ANSI cut level: A4
- EN 388: 4543
- Material: 13-gauge high tenacity nylon
- Coating: Black PU palm coating

b. **Axis 4, HPPE** *(Size: S-XXL, #RWG564)*

This glove features a HPPE outer shell with fiberglass to provide significant protection against abrasion and cuts. The black foam nitrile palm coating provides excellent gripping power.

- ANSI cut level: A4
- EN 388: (4 5 4 4)
- HPPE outer shell with fiberglass.
- Black foam nitrile coated palm.

c. **KAMORI Cut 4** *(Size: S-XXL, #RWG52)*

The Kamori has an ANSI Cut rating of A4 and an EN388 cut rating of 5. The white grain goatskin glove with an Aramid lining provides excellent cut protection.

- ANSI cut level: A4
- EN 388: (3 5 2 3)
- Goat skin driver with Aramid lining
- Slip-on cutt design with keystone thumb

d. **Cut-less Watchdog** *(Size: XS-XXXL)*

This is a premium cut glove that features breathable foam nitrile palm coating for superior dexterity, grip, and durability.

- ANSI Cut level: A4, EN Cut Level C
- ANSI Puncture: 3
- 18-gauge knit glove with KorPlex
- Touch screen capable

e. **NXG Work Glove, Cotton/Poly** *(Size: 2-XXJ, #9680)*

This style is well suited for multi-industrial applications that require high dexterity and comfort. They are manufactured on seamless knit liners.

- Blue latex dip on the palm and fingertips
- Excellent grip
- 10 gauge white cotton and polyester shell
- Good comfort and fit

f. **Axis Cut, HPPE Green** *(Size: XS-XXL, #RWG533)*

This glove features an 18 gauge, green HPPE shell to provide significant protection against abrasion and cuts. This glove is most often used in work environments with sharp objects.

- ANSI cut level: A2
- EN 388: (3 5 2 3)
- 18 gauge green HPPE
- Black sandy foam nitrile palm coating

g. **Ghost Cut 2** *(Size:XS-XXL, RWG550)*

This glove features a 13 gauge, HPPE shell and a PU palm coating to provide a comfortable fit in hazardous applications. It’s often used in work environments with sharp objects.

- ANSI cut level: A2
- EN 388: (4 2 4 2)
- 13 gauge white HPPE
- Polyurethane palm dip

h. **Axis Cut 2, HPPE Grey** *(Size: S-XXL, RWG530)*

The seamless design of the 13 gauge, HPPE shell with the polyurethane dipped palm provides excellent protection and a comfortable fit in hazardous applications.

- ANSI cut level: A2
- EN 388: (4 3 4 3)
- 13 gauge white HPPE
- Polyurethane palm dip

i. **Axis Cut 4, HPPE Grey** *(Size: XS-XXL, RWG535)*

The seamless design of the 13 gauge, HPPE shell with fiberglass and foam nitrile dipped palm provides excellent protection and a comfortable fit in wet or dry applications.

- ANSI cut level: A4
- EN 388: (4 5 4 4)
- 13 gauge white HPPE
- Foam nitrile palm dip
a. **RWG21 Impact/Work** *(Size: S-XXL, #RWG21)*
This hi-viz work glove provides excellent protection against puncture, tear, cuts, and abrasion. This glove is built with a seamless 13-gauge nylon shell with a nitrile dipped palm.

- ASTM Abrasion Level: 6
- EN 388: 4141
- Material: 13-gauge nylon, TPR
- Coating: Nitrile

b. **Predator, Mechanics Glove, Leather** *(Size: M-XXL, #PD2910)*
The PD2910 features a fluorescent orange TPR back that provides ANSI level 1 impact resistance and a soft white cow leather palm that provides tough abrasion protection.

- ANSI level 1 impact resistant back
- Tire tread TPR on back of hand
- Hi-visibility orange 2-way spandex
- Soft white cow grain leather palm

c. **Kamori, Goat Skin** *(Size: M-XXL, #RWG51)*
This goat skin glove provides excellent protection against puncture, tear, cuts, and abrasion. The dense high visibility TPR overlays on the back of the hand provide added impact protection.

- White grain goat skin
- Keystone thumb
- High visibility TPR
- Slip on cuff

d. **UltraTech, Mechanics Gloves, Hi-Visibility** *(Size: S-XXL, #MC503)*
This mechanics glove is a tough glove option with amazing features. It features a 2-way hi-vis orange material on the back with an exclusive TPR design.

- DSM Dyneema diamond technology
- Excellent cut resistance
- Premium goatskin palm
- Wing thumb with reinforced thumb crotch

e. **Predator, Mechanics Glove, Synthetic Leather** *(Size: M-XXL, #PD2910)*
The PD2909 features a premium black synthetic palm with red silicone tire tread pattern grip. It also features a Hypermax® lined palm that offers excellent cut protection.

- Black 2-way spandex
- Breathable fourchettes
- Patented tire tread TPR back
- Black synthetic palm with red silicone

f. **X-15 Cut & Impact** *(Size: S-XXXL )*
This cut and impact glove features high marks on puncture, cut and impact resistance. The double sandy nitrile palm provides protection from oil and water permeation.

- ANSI Cut Level A5, EN Cut Level E
- EN Puncture 3 / ANSI Puncture 4
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 138 Impact Level 1
- Seamless knit, nitrile palm, TPR back

g. **Kamori Cut, Goat Skin** *(Size: S-XXL, #RWG50)*
This goat skin glove provides excellent protection against puncture, tear, cuts and abrasion. The dense high visibility TPR overlays on the back of the hand provide added impact protection.

- ANSI cut level: A4
- EN 388: 3523
- White grain goat skin
- Slip on cuff, keystone thumb

h. **RWG603R Impact/Cut** *(Size: S-XXL, #RWG603R)*
This impact/cut glove has a sandy foam nitrile, an ANSI Cut rating of A5, and an EN388 cut rating of 5. The high visibility red sandy foam nitrile palm coating provides excellent grip.

- ANSI cut level: A5
- EN 388: 4544
- Material: 15 gauge salt and pepper HPPE
- Coating: Nitrile foam

i. **RWG603 Impact/Cut** *(Size: S-XXL #RWG60)*
The dense TPR overlays on the back of the hand provide added impact protection. This 13 gauge high performance glove is ideal for applications that need both cut and abrasion resistance.

- ANSI cut level: A5
- EN 388: 4544
- Impact Level 2
- Material: 15 gauge salt and pepper HPPE
Impact gloves work by diffusing load impacts over greater surface area to reduce the chance of injury. We offer a variety of different impact gloves. Whether you’re looking for cut protection, comfort, or heat protection while on the job, we have the gloves to help you make sure your team is comfortable and adequately protected while on the job.

Hand Protection - Impact Protection
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The Blue Beast welder’s glove features all cow blue select side leather. The palm and the thumb strap are reinforced for durability, and all seams are fully welted and sewn with DuPont™ Kevlar® thread.

**Product Details:**
- Cotton drill cuff lining
- One piece back
- Reinforced palm and thumb strap
- Sewn with DuPont™ Kevlar
Hand Protection - Welders and Sleeves

From welder’s gloves to sleeves we offer a wide variety of hand protection products built for high heat applications and cut protection. We source from the top suppliers in the world to bring the greatest hits in these categories.

a. **Leather Welding Work Gloves** *(Size: XL #4501)*
Provides protection in conditions where users are exposed to heat, flame, and spark hazards. As one of the most popular welding gloves this is a great economical option.
- 13.5 Inch  1 pc back
- Cotton drill cuff lining
- Rugged split shoulder leather, blue
- Sewn with DuPont™ Kevlar

b. **Premium Gold Grain Elkskin Leather** *(Size: M-XL, #49751)*
This Elkskin welding glove is constructed with gold premium Elkskin leather. The back of the glove is made with top grain Elkskin and is cotton/foam lined for greater protection.
- 5 Inch split cowhide bell cuff
- Gold premium elkskin leather
- Sewn with DuPont™ Kevlar
- Top grain cotton / foam lined back

c. **Premium Kidskin TIG Glove** *(Size: XS-XL, #24C)*
Tillman® Top Grain Kidskin Unlined TIG Glove is one of the most popular TIG gloves on the market. It’s comfort and protection provide the user with a best in class welding glove.
- Premium top grain pearl Kidskin leather
- Unlined to maximize feel and dexterity
- 4” cuff for added protection
- Straight thumb for best gun grip

d. **Dyneema Sleeves, 14 inch** *(#3147-14)*
This sleeve is made with one of the strongest pound-for-pound materials in the world in Dyneema. This long lasting sleeve can be washed and reused when laundered properly.
- ANSI Cut Level A4, EN Cut Level 5
- 13-gauge, 14 inch
- Material: Dyneema
- Launderable & may be dry cleaned

e. **Kevlar Sleeve, 18 inch** *(#9378E)*
One of the most popular on the market, this 18” Kevlar sleeve provides good cut, abrasion, and heat protection at an affordable price.
- ANSI cut level: 3
- ANSI abrasion level: 2
- 8 inch Kevlar
- Heat contact less than 392 degrees

f. **Kevlar Sleeve, 18 inch, Thumb** *(#9378T)*
One of the most popular on the market, this 18” Kevlar sleeve provides good cut, abrasion, and heat protection at an affordable price.
- ANSI cut level: 3
- ANSI abrasion level: 2
- 8 inch Kevlar, thumb slot
- Heat contact less than 284 degrees
Rad-Sequel, Smoke (#RS1-20)
Work comfortably with 99.9% UVA/UVB protection. The durable frame, tinted lenses and rubber ear/nose guards make these the obvious choice for working outside.

Product Details:
• Multiple color lenses/temple
• Temple/lens: clear
• Meets Z87.1+ ANSI

Additional Styles
• Clear Lens (#RS1-10)
Eye Protection

Having the proper safety glasses is critical to keeping your team working safe. We offer a wide selection of safety glass configurations to fit the hazards in your workplace. From indoor/outdoor and blue lens, to anti-fog and scratch resistant, we have the protection you need.

a. **Rad-Sequel, Clear (#RS1-10)**
   - This hard-coat, anti-fog glass can be used in a variety of work hazards to meet ANSI Z87.1.
   - Available in multiple color lens/temples
   - Hard-coat, anti-fog
   - Meets Z87.1+ ANSI
   - Soft gel nose piece
   **Additional Styles:** Smoke (#RS1-20)

b. **Wrecker, Clear with Clear AF (#85-2010CRA)**
   - This anti-fog glass helps to keep lenses clear even with changing temperatures.
   - Available in multiple color lens/temples
   - Anti-fog, anti-scratch, smoke lens
   - Meets Z87.1+ ANSI
   - Soft gel nose piece
   **Additional Styles:** Smoke (#85-2010SMK), Smoke AF (#85-2010SKA), Clear (#85-2010CLR)

c. **Crosswind Ultralite, Clear (#85-1010CLR)**
   - This light-weight glass coupled with a lightweight frame offers protection that can reduce fatigue.
   - Available in multiple color lens/temples
   - Lightweight, 16 grams
   - Meets Z87.1+ ANSI
   - Anti-scratch, vented templates
   **Additional Styles:** I/O (#85-1010IOA), AF (#5-1010CRA)

d. **BearKat BK1 Series (#BKH15)**
   - These magnifying lenses combine the best in safety, comfort, and price.
   - 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 Diopter available
   - ANSI Z87+ and CSA Z94.3
   - Lightweight frames (25 grams)
   - Scratch resistant coating
   **Additional Styles:** BKH20, BKH10, BKH25

e. **Dagger Foam Lined (#DG1)**
   - This foam-lined safety goggle has snap-in temples which allow interchanging.
   - Closed seal foam padding
   - Clip attachment
   - Temple length adjustment
   - Replacement lens available
   **Additional Styles:** N/A

f. **Face Shield (#S1010)**
   - This shield offers a second line of defense against hazards when worn with other eye protection.
   - Durable, polyethylene material
   - 8” x 15” | .040” thick
   - Meets Z87.1+ ANSI
   - Universal slots for a variety of headgear
   **Note:** Accompanied headgear sold separately (#103)
Respiratory Protection

As one of the most important safety categories, respiratory protection is critical when working in environments with hazardous airborne particulates. From dust masks to full-face respirators, we offer products and accessories so your team has what they need to get the job done.

Surgical Mask (#FME)
This surgical style mask helps to curb droplets from exiting or entering the airway. This single use disposable mask is comfortable and affordable.
- Non-woven pleated polypropylene material
- Latex free round elastic
- BFE 99%

N95 Particulate Mask (#RM10)
This N95 dust mask is built to remove dirt and debris. It is a 95% efficient respirator in non-oil areas.
- One size fits all
- Aluminum nose piece
- 20/box (w/valve 10/box)
- NIOSH N95

Full-Face, Reusable Mask (Size: S-L, #6700-6900)
This full mask provides respiratory protection as well as eye and face protection. We offer, various cartridges to protect from common hazards.
- Wide lens, light weight, balanced
- Complies with AS/NZS 1716:2012
- 99.97% filter efficiency
- Various cartridges available

Half-Face, Reusable Mask (#6300)
This half mask provides respiratory protection with a variety of cartridges to protect from various hazards.
- Complies with AS/NZS 1716:2012
- Twin light weight filters
- Various cartridges available
Hearing Protection

The more comfortable an ear plug is for the user, the more likely they are to keep wearing them. We offer a variety of ear protection solutions to help you build an ear protection program that makes sense for your business. Whether you are looking for un-corded plugs, or active ear muffs, we have the products your team needs to stay protected.

**Disposable Foam, Uncorded (#FP41)**
This general plug has a 32dB rating and is designed for performance and fit. This expanding foam fits comfortably in most size ear canals.
- NRR: 32dB
- Uncorded, foam plug
- Disposable, high viz, single-use
- Corded available (#FP71)

**Disposable Orange Foam (#DP1000/DP1001)**
Available in both corded and un-corded styles, these soft foam, disposable earplugs are comfortable and high vis.
- NRR: 32dB, SNR: 36dB
- Available in metal detectable
- Uncorded: #DP1000
- Corded: #DP1001

**SparkPlug, Dispenser (#6645)**
One of the most popular products on the market, this plug has an NRR 33dB rating and comes in an easy-to-use dispenser.
- NRR: 33dB, SNR: 36dB
- Wall-mounted Dispenser
- Disposable, single-use
- 500/pair

**TRPX 29 Ear Muff (#TRPX-BX)**
These earmuffs are premium hearing protection with a soft, lightweight, extra long padding on headband which offers added comfort,
- NRR 29 dB
- Adjustable moisture wicking band
- Foam filled cushion
- Available in red & black
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From disposable garments to high-visibility vests, we offer a number of different apparel options to support your safety program and your team. Whether you’re a warehousing and logistics company or work on an oil rig, we have the apparel that you need delivered to your business ready to work.
a. **Economy Vest, Type R, Class 2** *(Sizes: S-5X, #SV2ZGM)*
This class 2 yellow vest is made of durable, high visibility polyester mesh, and is ideal for industrial applications requiring ANSI 107-2015 garments.
- Hi-Vis polyester mesh material
- 2” silver tape, zipper
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015
- Type R, class 2

b. **Surveyor Vest, Type R, Class 2** *(Sizes: S-5X, #SV6-2ZGM)*
This two tone class 2 vest is made of durable, high visibility polyester mesh, and is ideal for industrial applications requiring ANSI 107-2015 garments.
- Hi-Vis polyester mesh material
- 2” silver tape, zipper
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015
- Surveyor styles available

c. **Heavy Duty Surveyor, Class 2** *(Size:XX XX, #SV59Z )*
One of our most popular vest this is a heavy duty contractor surveyor's style vest with zipper closure and large back “plan” pocket.
- Tablet pocket, radio/cell pockets
- Grommets at neck for tool keepers/lanyards
- ANSI 107 hi-vis material
- Silver 2” class 2 glass bead reflective tape

d. **DOT, Class 3** *(Size: S-5X #75-3301)*
This Class 3 vest is perfect for applications that have DOT requirements. This vest includes two radio pockets with ID badge display, pen pockets, and generous waist pockets.
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3
- Type R Standard
- High visibility yellow polyester mesh vest
- DOT reflective striping

e. **Hooded Sweatshirt, Class 3** *(Size: M-5X, #SJ02B-3)*
This sweatshirt is a type R, Class 3, long sleeve and offers superior warmth while keeping you visible. Color blocking at the bottom conceals dirt.
- Black elastic knit waistband and cuffs
- Low Piling Polyester fleece material
- 2” silver reflective tape
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107 standards

f. **Deluxe Bomber Jacket** *(Size: M-5X, #SJ210B)*
This three-in-one deluxe bomber jacket with black bottom has a zip out fleece jacket, concealed attached hood, elasticized waistband, and several inner and outer pockets.
- PU coated weather proof polyester shell
- Concealed attached hood
- Cell phone and radio chest pockets
- Fleece jacket with lined sleeves

<box>(g. **T-shirt, Type R Class 2** *(Size: M-5X, #ST11B)*
This t-shirt is made with an arid Birdseye Mesh, allowing for maximum breathability without compromising durability.
- 2” Heat Transfer, Stretchable Reflective Tape
- Color blocking bottom
- Materials: 100% Wicking Polyester Mesh
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107 Standards

h. **Rain Wear, Pants** *(Size: S-5X, #RW30)*
General purpose rainwear with reflective weatherproof and high visibility technology. It keeps the wearer cool and comfortable while also protecting in tough environments.
- 300 denier PU coated hi-vis Oxford material
- Upper chest pocket with zipper
- Adjustable suspender straps
- Front hook & loop fly closure

i. **Rain Wear, Jacket** *(Size: S-5X, #RW32)*
General purpose rain wear with reflective weatherproof and high visibility technology. It keeps the wearer cool and comfortable while also protecting in tough environments.
- Waterproof per ANSI 107
- Breathable per ANSI 107
- 300 denier PU coated hi-vis Oxford material
- Cape vented front & back cap with d-ring
Head Protection

We offer hard hats and bump caps from the most popular manufacturers on the market. Our hats come in a number of popular colors, and can be retrofit with accessories. Our line includes budget conscious hats as well as customizable logos and fiberglass products.

V-gard, Full Brim (#475369)
The full brim MSA V-gard is one of the top selling hardhats in the world, with Fas-trac suspension, this hat is durable, affordable, and comfortable.
• Polyethylene shell
• ANSI Z89.1-2014 (Type 1 - G & E)
• Quick ratchet suspension
• Cap style also available

Ridgeline, Full Brim (#HP54110)
The full brim Pyramex hat comes in multiple types, colors, and suspensions, allowing you to have the right hat for the job at an affordable price.
• High density polyethylene shell
• ANSI Z89.1-2014 (Type 1 - G & E)
• Quick ratchet suspension
• Cap style (#HP24110)

Ridgeline, Bump Cap (#HP40040)
Used where hard hats are not required, this bump cap is built to help reduce the exposure to lacerations, abrasions, and bumps.
• Polyethylene shell
• Size: 6-1/2” to 7 5/8”
• Lightweight

Ball Cap Bump Insert (#HP500REP)
While not rated for impact, this option can provide additional protection when worn with a ball cap and full head protection is not required.
• Tough polyethylene
• Vented shell
• Soft inner foam cushion
• Size adjustable
Fall Protection

The ANSI Z359 Fall Protection code addresses the requirements for elevated working conditions. Maintain compliance while working comfortably and safely with fall protection tailored to your needs. Our wide range of products includes all sizes of harnesses, Personal Fall Limiters, Self-Retracting Lanyards, Energy Absorbing Lanyards, and more.

V-Form Harness (Size: XS-XXL, #10196642)
This lightweight harness is perfect when working from heights. It offers ample support for a variety of sizes and applications.
- TY ANSI Z359.11: 130–310 lbs.
- OSHA / CSA Z259.10: 400 lbs.
- Tongue buckle, Qwik-Fit
- Racing style, vest style, Front D

Mako 5 pt Harness (#H2121000031)
Full body harness with 5 point adjustment, Dorsal D-ring, Tongue and Buckle Leg Straps, and Fall Indicators. Multiple sizes.
- Dorsal D-ring for fall arrest
- Breakaway lanyard keepers
- Adjustable shoulder straps
- Adjustable tongue buckle Legs

V-TEC Mini Personal Fall Limiter (#63011-00B)
The V-TEC Mini retractable lanyard is the most compact & lightweight self-retracting lanyard ever developed.
- Fully rotating attachment point
- Structurally reinforced pawl
- Line length 6ft.
- Twin PFL #63011-00B

Twin SRL 6’ Lightweight Web (#SRL121132T)
6’ twin retractable web, lightweight plastic housing, external shock absorber, 3/4” double locking snap hook, and 1/2” carabiner included.
- Robust & durable plastic casting
- Technora webbing
- Swivel steel with locking snap hook
- Single 6’ SRL (#SRL121132)
a. **Gas Detector, Single-gas H2S** (#BWC2-H)
This single-use gas detector alerts to hydrogen sulfide and is an economical way to ensure you are protecting team from this hazardous gas.

- Two-year maintenance
- Log of 35 detection events
- Compatible with multiple docks
- Automated self-tests

b. **Gas Detector, 4x** (#10178557)
This product detects four of the most common gases (O2, CO, H2S, SO2 and NO2). With a four year life this sensor is a durable & reliable option.

- Senses gas 2Xs faster than avg.
- 4-year life
- Bluetooth enabled
- Measures 1 PPM

c. **Batteries AAA, AA, 9V, C, D** (#ALAAA-8J)
These alkaline batteries are reliable for industrial applications. Rayovac batteries provide an excellent option at an affordable price.

- Multiple sizes/options available
- Alkaline based
- Top selling industrial brand
- AA (#ALAA-8J), 9V (#9V-6J)

d. **Pelican Headlamp** (#2765C)
This product is essential when working with your hands in low-light. Popular for mechanics, these lamps offer dependability at a good price.

- Hands-free operation
- Safety certified - class 1, div 1
- Adjustable strap, light
- Bright long-lasting LED light

e. **Universal Spill Kit, 55 Gallon** (#655-SKA55)
These universal spill kits combine absorbents, accessories, PPE, and instructional guidelines so you are prepared when a spill occurs.

- Dimensions: 37 in H x 24 in Dia
- Container Size: 55 gal (US)
- 81 piece kit
- 5 Gallon (#GPSK5) 30 Gallon (#GPSK30)

f. **Battery Acid Spill Kit, 9 Gallon** (#SK-BATT)
This spill kit combines pads, accessories, and PPE so that you are prepared in an emergency. These kits are perfect to use around forklift and wherever battery acid is present.

- Dimensions: 18 in H x 14 in Dia
- Container Size: 6.5 gal (US)
- 21 piece kit
- 9 gallon absorbency capacity

g. **Fire Extinguisher Blanket** (#80101)
This wool blanket smothers flames to minimize burn injuries. This blanket is used for emergency and first aid situations.

- Made of naturally fire-retardant
- 100% gray wool
- Dimensions: 62” x 84”
- Includes a cover

h. **Absorbent Pads, Medium Weight Universal** (#UQEP100)
The combination of ultrasonic bonding and outer layers creates tensile strength ideal for wiping and other MRO applications. The universal gray color camouflage oil and grease.

- Medium weight
- Dimensions: 15” x 17”, 100/cs
- Absorbs 20 gallons
- 42 packs per pallet

i. **Absorbent Socks, Universal** (#GS4)
Featuring a grime-concealing gray color, these absorbent socks fit around the base of machines to contain and absorb spills.

- Used for oils, water, coolants and solvents
- Dimensions: 3” x 4”
- Size range 4’ to 10’ in length
We offer thousands of products from leading manufacturers for all safety categories. Whether you are looking for alkali batteries or complicated gas detection systems, we have the products to help you get the job done. Choose from our array of various safety items, or if you don’t see what you need, let us know.
Heat Stress/ Hydration

It is a common misconception that heat stress products like electrolytes are only needed in the high heat months of summer. In fact, hydration products are needed year round. Whether you’re working in hot or cold environments, our line of hydration products helps you ensure that your team is getting the essentials to keep them productive on the job.

**Powder Stick Electrolyte, 1oz. (#FASPOWVARZ)**
These all sport powder sticks help to replenish essential electrolytes in an easy and convenient individual dose pour pack.
- 1oz. packets
- Pour into 16.9oz or 20oz bottle
- Contains 100% DV B & C vitamins
- 500/case

**Powder Electrolyte, 2.5 gallon (#FASPOWVAR-32CT)**
This powder pack helps to replenish essential antioxidants and vitamins in an easy to use 2.5 gallon pour pack.
- 2.5 gallon mix
- Serving size 27
- Contains 100% DV B & C vitamins
- 32/case

**Freezer Pops (#FASFRZPOP-VAR)**
One of the fastest growing products, freezer pops are great for delivering the necessary electrolytes in a cold and enjoyable freezer stick.
- Contains: Potassium 100 mg
- 3 oz freezer packs
- Contains 100% DV B & C vitamins
- 144/box

**Cooling Towel (#931-BLUE)**
A great option when working in environments with high heat hazards, these towels help to keep the wearer cool while on the job.
- Terry cloth material
- One size, bandanna
- 13.8 x 29.5
- 1/pack
COVID-19 Response

Thompson Safety has sourced a variety of critical Personal Protective Equipment, as well as safety supplies, to help businesses through the COVID-19 pandemic. These items are available only while supplies last. It is up to the customer or consumer to determine if these products meet their specific need for use in their workplace.

Hand Sanitizer Service
Our flat rate hand sanitizer program helps protect employees by keeping hand sanitizer stations full and always ready to use.
- Unlimited refills
- Monthly inspections and cleaning
- Includes dispenser
- Automated and pump available

KN95 Masks (#CSECOMKN95)
These masks help to reduce the spread and transmission of aerosol particulates by a filter performance of 95% when worn properly.
- Flow Rate: 85 L/min
- Filter Performance: = 95%

COVID Test Kits (#63111-00B)
We sell a number of COVID-19 tests that meet emergency authorization by the FDA for at home use.
- Antigen Test, OTC - Home Use
- Multi brands available
- Sold 2 test/box
- FDA authorized tests only

Nitrile Gloves (#A16A31 - A16A34)
These powder-free disposable exam gloves are perfect for food, medical and industrial applications.
- Powder free, medical grade
- Sizes available: S - XXL
- 5 Mil nitrile, multiple colors
- Textured surface
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